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instruction in that aspect of grammar. (KM)
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CempOsitiOn Students lack confidence fox many reasons, but students them-

-elves often,attribute their feelings of inadequacy to an ignorance of the

rules o; grammar and an inallqity to use good grammar. To verf6 that this is

a prevalent attitude, I ask my.freshman classes, a total of 68 btud9nts last

Ruarter, on the first.day of class to writes answers to,at -least one of the

,following, questions. What do you feel' are your main writing deficiencies? What
I

- 1 .

weaknesses' in your writing, do
,

you feel you need to work-on? What'ImProvements

. 4

do you feel you pd to make in your writing? The responses reflett,the entire .geed
, 1

range of composition problems, including the need for greater precisibn :and fox.

mer:Offective organization, but fully 4' third of the.-students- specifically

'indicate a.concer that they do not have ari adequate knowlOge of; or ability

to use, What they variously call pro.p6r grammar,

k

structure, rules of grammar; or simply grammar.' This 'same presumption

.correce,grammar, good sentence,

'

'deficiency Is refActed on the second day oif class when I assign an in-"class%,

essay on the topic "Why should colleges require a, course in written communication?
4h,

In Oveloping the topic students again comment in various ways, but this t,ime

half of them ,state that they feel they are weak in grammar.

kr)

That So many

deplprable.

when

both

A "

tudents presuMe themselve0 s grammatically ill-prepared I, find

I,

But it is not surprising that such a presumptied is widespread

o

we consider that practically every textbook on grammar. composition, or

combined,- tlyit the.studentShave'used frO elementary schOpl on .has

presented ,grammar as a bbdy. of knowledge to be found i.n its entirety within the

Covert.; of a 1)64k,, 'as.4 fixedinventorxof w01knoWo; easily understood rules



which a good wrItermust con: eioUsly learn ,and master. Tn Allort, the book On

graMmar has' been viewed as a Closed One, containing noth,ing,but coMpletely

described, straight - forward; uncontroverbial facts. Of:',course,.all of us, the

compilers of the grammar texts included, would admit that the discU%Silen%of

grammar in any text covers an embk,rasSingly limited number of superficial ru

that in fact no description of the grammar 6f Bnglish no matter how grand dts

intended scoPe, everocomes,cldse to doing anything but scratching-the> rface.
. /

But textbooks almost never mention .this point and few teacher take the

time to stress it dither. ASa result, students remain largely- undware.ofithe

incdible plexitY and indeed outright mystery of language structure. More
-.4.

lmportant.1y,they remain unaware ~that their own internalized (i.e,-unconscious)
.

knowledgeOf tinglaiSeit rules `is infinitely more profound than any teeatMent

rules thPy might find'-ina handbook and that (hey naturally and.fluently use
. 4

rules so complex they defy the best efforts of grammarians to explain them.

The.fuetber result 18 th-astudents arrive in college claSses with:4o'

.
/0 o

reaAa.i;teciation for:theenOrMitY of mplishment normal language, acquAs'tion

represents, th no notion that the-language s

of

11 they have alreadyachie ed

far,exceedb what skitl they might Yet need to develo t
a I

11,V

Thus, over. the last two years i have developed a short

serve not Only to Challenge assumptions of deficiency in grammar

become competent /writers. o.

set of exercises

emphasize the high degree of priguistic competen e each student, irres eceive

'of, background, has internalized, and, in so doing, o instill in-students, at
.0 .4.

ast inobmall part a measure of pelf- confidence..

On the third day of class, the fi.r.st,day of actual, lecture.and discussion,

announce,that T am-giving a test, reacted to by students with the usual groans,%

of, course.. The Lest consists of a series of five sots of four /sentences, each

involving for its proper interpretation highly complex rules otpronominalizatlen--

rules whose existence, was disCoyered only, about a deeade ago and which even today,

I.
/



.0
.

despite the:best efforts. of some of the Most skillfulresearchers in syn ax

(Langackert,19691 TOSs;'1967:,' Postal, ::1971; W4so4,I975)-, remain only partially

-.

understded,
. Tfie4f1rst set contains the following sentences (adapted fxlm Boss.'" 1967)

,

(1) After John, Game home,. he ate supper.

(2) After he came home, John ate supPar..

(3) ate Apper.after,John came home.

(4) John ate supper after he came home.

7I ask"tha students toput a check by the sentence in which ther: has to be

, \ \

more than one person (John and someone else)referre to. hen we check\the

re,pults, students are impressed to that every tudent in the .class

selected (3); and that almost all (95- 100 % (depending n the class)/correctly
-

sheeted only (3). Considering that in thi!6 as in 'any, test situatio the

chances are high, some students will, not: understand' the task, the-ns\ar

unanimity of the.tesp-ori*se is remarkable, an is obvious to .the students that

they know the.rulds at worlo But theyxare even more impressed when Task theM

$ ,

to try to e lain:the Tules'invollied. and they find they can .. To the question'
t ,

N. /
"How do you kn ,3) refers to ,two dilf0ent people" theAdst.coMmon answer 10'

N

-"I just know it.

Eventually, with considerable help from me, the studentscoMe,tO see that
0,

the basic4Uegeion,posed by the test sentences is that of under what conditiOns

the proses of,proneminalization can operate forward and Under 'what conditions
/

perate backward We then manage to agree', after Much discussion,. that,

. '

as as the sentences of thisNfiSt-'set are concern-pd; the folloting,_rules

./ ,

ifdequately account foe tfie factS:"' pronominalization can

i /
. .

left to right (i.e. ''forward), asiseen in (1) and (4), but-it can only operate-
0

backward if it is moving from a main clause into a subordinate clause, as

in (2).. On the basis of (3), it does not seem to work where the movement

'?

always operate from

froM'a subOrdinate clause into To illustrate. the point, I



clauses. ot,the Sentences

-4-
A '

:suggest that students thinkofi t as a

4q;c6nding steps with the main clau c as. the top Step. We then can restate '

the rule to Say that pronominalization an alwayS go forWard, but it can't go

-backward it :it 'S trying to go up the step

This exelanatioThiltedly is s.lightlycdifferent from, and does not

reflet the technical'imphisticatlin of, the discussions of pronot lization.

found itNle1111gutic li ature, and I. refer any of you interested in more

detailed analysis to the brilliantly deyeldped articles by Langacker (1969)-and

Ross (19.67). But a_major pointed this exercise is t.4),. let students discover

for themselves how complex thiVprocess over which they haye near perfect

interfialized Control is, not to' simply present them with a:AeW set of grammatical
f

rules which7, although more complex thaa the, textbook rules, are nevertheless

just as incomplete. And the point certainly is not to-confuSa and bore students

with yet more highly technical; ljargon-loaded discussion, save that type o
fiP

presentation for my linguistipS clasSes.

Next, 1 challenge the students to find even a mention, let alone a disci

of backwardor pronominalization in any'handbOok'on.grammar the

f

'sion,

.

have ever used, or indeed toecall any,instancelin.thelr entire lives yhen they

have been

they. have neverbeen-consdiously exposed to the rUleS. /et with the near

unanimous

I .

taught the rules. involved. Of-courSe,, 1110ft seem to 'quickly 'admit t

responses to the test sentences staringithein,in the face they, can't
le

'deny that they have learned ther-ules: I might add here that .sehtentes Which

use pronominalization make particularly effective examples since

at

thiS-aspeCt of

grammar is presented .in grammar bookS as simple, straight-forWar and not at
4

all subject to question. As the examples show; however, the exact opposite



'At this politn, the' class,. is ready to
p

1(1) John .exPeeled that he would win.

rcto set number two,

'(2) He' expected that John would

(3) John expected him to win.

(4) lie expected John, to win.

The instructions 5te the' same ?,' and,.to no Surprise, the results are too.

Here students recognize in (2) and(0 the re triction against going up the

stepso pronominalize backward. But they also see that the rule is not as

.

-simple as it seemed in set One. Clearly :forward pronominalization is not

always possible, as (3) indicates, and "most students vaguely recognize that the

addes1 pomplexity, has :to do with the non-refl. ve form of the object pronoun

him. I then show them, again without going i to complicated detail, that also

involved is the reduction' of an embedded,sentence to an infinitive phrase and

,

the requitement that the subject Of this reduced embedded,sentence be

when it is toreferentlal with thee subject of he main clause;

'.The students next proceed to the third. s t of sentences:

John placed the box o2 *lens n xt to himself.

He placed tl e box, of shells nex to John.

. '

Next to JOhn'he placed the box,

(4) Next to him. JOhn placeti:the box of shells.

deleted

The chbices'rate once again nearly unanimous (90 -100% correctly select '(2) and-

.(1) correct,depending on the group). The responses to '04however,

counted; since there seem to b genuine differences_ameng Subjects as

are not
-0

to whether

(4) is gramM4ida1 when the pronoun andinoun,pxe cOreferenTial: Fox' Many the

:reflexbve pronoun himself seems to be:required. In any, case, thOdmpottant

"

sentence here is (3), becatOie forwai.d prOnominalization,again does'nOt

but' for a different-reason than in (3) set 1*, :Students are at a complete

loss te.explain what;is going on until I suggest the possibility that the phrase



..

next ti John has heen .moved to the

.

ization bas'ocented.. 'T. then point out., theUgh,-that Postal (1971) devoted

,. ..

:280-page mbnOgraph, the work from whieh theSe.:.examgles-in see three are adaptqd,
, ,... ,., .

ont'of the-..sentence After thd pronominal-

to the interaction of movement transformatioPS, and doreferential noun phrases,

what'he called "!crossover AenoMena," and for all its thoroughness, problems

remain and the explanation is incomplete.

The consistency of the response to the ,fourth Set (adapted from examples

cited in Ross, 1967)is basically thelsame.' Yet another intriguing problem

..:shows itself.

4.1

r --

(1) BeCause John lost the race, he, cried, all the way:.home.
_

(2) Because he lost, the race, John cried all the way home.

(3) Upset because John lost the race,. he cried all the,Way.home.

(4); Upset because he,lost-the race, John cried all the way home.

it is .clear to students that4(1) and (3) have exactly the same word sequence,

excoptthat (3) has an'extra word at the beginning; yet in (1), f9rward pronominal-
/

ization works and in (3) it can't work.. It has to operate backward.

time students have givenup searching Tor .easy explanations. Moreover, those

>

students who have held out up to this point seem now to'have resigned themselves

to the conclusion, that they could not ,possibly have' learned whatever rules are

By this.

involved from a textbook 'or in a classroom. To explain these sentences I have

te suggest' who the underlying structure of (3) might be, and point out that
, 4

the step rule f6imulated previously will apply to this underlying structure.

Essentially, the same surface inconsistency appears in set five, again

--iidapted Tram

.(1)

(2)

,

examples used by ,,T.08S (1967) .

F.

The sudden realization that John had.been unfair upset him.

The sudden realization that he hadheen unfair upset John.

(3), Jelin's sudden realizationthat_he'had beenunfAiy upset him.

. .

(4)11i$ sudden realization thgt he had been unfair upset John.



4n(aitisnotpossibletopronominalizeforwardThe process must moves

Backward a in (2). And in.thiscase, the ex.planatexplanation is. about as tent tive,

poorly urderstood in Jls details, and controversial as any issue, Currently bejng

argued in linguistic theory. :11: involves .positing a deep structure. m which the

noun realization appears as a verb with John as its subject, in an embedded

sentence. Of course dOn't run the risk of boring students by mentioning the

battle raging in transformational linguisticf; between the lex calists and thb

tran/sformationqaits about exactly this contention ( 6 Chomsky, 1970), but
/

do t have' to. These examples are the evidence, if any is still needed by

students,' that the explanation of the complexities of pronominalization in'.

E beyond the grasp of the grammarians. Yet, faced again with

he same consistency of response (86-97%), students are forced to admit that

their knowledge of pronominalizatiop is for all practiCal purposes' omplete.

They, are also'forced to admit that the knowledge does not depend on social,

geographic, or educational background.

This 1.S. not to say that.

diffiCultie*. Indeed, after

all the everyday problems of'

many Students, though, del not have serious wr ting'

these exercises and theiF discussion are coTleted,

the Composition class remain and certainly I,don't

Mean to minimize- them. But in attacking theteprOblems, we ought to spend at

least one class period trying to.give out students'some inbight into just how.

incredibly vast, their knowledge of language really is -This,is.an impOrtant

a

insight because students will not always be able, to rely on th6 advice of

teachers or textbooks. In the really oignificant writing situations, the non'

academic ones, they will havp to lave confidence not only in their ability to

write competently, but also in the/reliability of-their.own linguistic judgment,-
'

And exercises./ of the-type presented hete can help to develop that

confidence by clearly demonstrating to students that their own feel for landiage

is higlilr-deVelokd,,accurate, and thus much More reliable than they thought.
,

. ,

Lo



After they fiqts1
T f,:.

the exercIges, for AaMpl(4%. I. phint out a final impressive,

,dust Ation P Che extent to which they in fact rely on thiS unconSeious

know edge. In intetpreting'the sentences of set no 'students, including/

these few-che gave inaccurate' interpretatiols to set #1; used the rules formulated

during the class diScussion of set #1. The same was true of tahe sue 2ding

4 Wets. At each point in the exercise students rely 'on their own in erEnaliied

systems, without of course realizing they are doing so, and, as result, are

far more accurate.

Just as importantr exercises of this type can contribut to the developuent

of ,positive attitudes in students since the results seem i dependent of student

backgrounds and we, can therefore stress to, all studentg that they' have not only the

right to tbeir own langtAgei but the tight to take credit for having developed adult

Competence,in it

if .'these. kinds of f-exer4ses result, to however ..invited an extent,
-

in increased"lingulstie-self-tappect:, then-this suggests that-the guided'

exploration of thelmystety f grammar, and I emphasize'the word exploration,

'should be an integral par\ of the student Writer's education.-

Chomsky, Noam.
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0,

After they finish the exercises, for example% I point out a final impressive" -
,..

illustration of the extent to whiCh they in fact rely on thig unconscious

.

know/edge. Iii intefpraing the sentences of set. #2, no students, includin
. 41

, I.....- . .

Oose stew who-gave inaccurate Jhterpretatidhs to,sat%#1, used the tules formulated

during,the clays discussion of set ill. The same was true of the suc ceding

sets. At eacrpoint in the exercise studentS rely on 'their own in r ernalized

systemst without of ourse realizing they.are doing so, and, as result, are 0

4 -
far more acburate.

Jusst as important, exercises of this type can Qontribute to the develpplent

of positive at,tit'ude4 in students since the results seem independent.of student r

baCkgrbunds and we can therefore stress to'all students that themhave not only the

rigbj to their own language, but the right to take credit for having developed adult
' ;

competence in it.

Finglly, if these kinds of exercises result', 0 however funited an extent,

.,- in increased linguistic self-respect, -then thissuggests.that the guided'
o

exploration of the mystej of grammar, and I emphasize #he word exploration,

should be An integral par

a

of the student writer's education./
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